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ABSTRACT

The possible role of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as the dielectric component of nanoscale capacitors is
considered. SAMs of two rather different molecules, a,c:x'-p-xylyldithiol ('XYL') and dodecanedithiol ('C12') were
produced on a gold {Ill} substrate, and characterized with respect to their conductivity. The data were fitted with a
double tunnel barrier model, in which the two SAMs are primarily differentiated by barrier height and thickness with that
of XYL having a thickness of 1.0 nm and a barrier height of 0.78 eV compared to 1.69 nm and 1.39 eV for C12. The
remaining parameters of the model were determined by Monte Carlo optimization. Assuming perfect connection of top
and bottom electrodes, the leakage current through the XYL at 1 volt is calculated to be 1.4x105 A/cm2

, compared to
2.7x104 A/cm2 through C12. These values are not as low as can be obtained with Si02 of the same thickness. However,
SAMs are readily and precisely produced by simple, low temperature processes, a factor which may allow them a niche
in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Further miniaturization in electronics is now limited as much by electron tunneling through nanoscale oxide dielectric
layers as by wavelength-imposed restrictions of lithography'. The dielectric in common use is Si02, but much interest is
currently directed towards investigating insulators with greater dielectric constants, such as Ah032

, which could
therefore be applied as thicker layers in capacitors. This strategy reduces the leakage current for a given capacitance
density and device voltage. Here however we consider the concept of using self-assembled layers of organic molecules
as the dielectric of a capacitor. The idea of using SAMs as the insulating layer in devices has been mooted before'r' but
to our knowledge this has not yet been considered explicitly in terms of capacitors. We note that use of a SAM as a
dielectric layer in an electronic device is at present incompatible with the manufacturing techniques used in the
electronics industry. However, a monolayer of organic molecules has the advantage that it can be self-assembled from a
low-temperature parent liquid, and that a tunnel barrier of precisely controllable thickness and barrier height can be
produced.'. We believe that such layers have the potential to be developed as insulating or multifunctional dielectric
layers in future nanoscale electronic circuits.

Electron conduction through SAMs is due to tunneling", and depends sensitively upon the shape, height and width of the
associated energy barrier. We present a semi-empirical model for a metal-SAM-metal system which is based on the well-
known WKB approximation, and show how the model can describe conduction through various types of monolayer
configurations. Experimental data for a partially conjugated and a fully saturated molecule are presented and analyzed
using the model. Reports in the prior literature claimed that the conductance of these two types of molecule would differ
substantially, a point which we explore here.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Experi mental
Two molecules were used to make the SAMs, a,a.'-p-xylyldithiol (or 'XYL') and dodecanedithiol (designated here as
·CI2'). The molecules are illustrated in Fig. 1. The molecules form SAMs of different thicknesses 1.0 nm vs 1.7 nm
respectively once the Au-S bonds are taken into accounr'" and are different in terms of their backbone, with XYL
possessing a mixture of single and double carbon-carbon bonds, while that of C12 contains 12 carbon-carbon single
bonds.

Fig. I Structureof the twomoleculesstudiedinthe presentwork.

The SAM of XYL was made by immersing freshly cleaned gold {Ill} surfaces in a 0.5 mM solution of XYL in
methylene chloride for 24 hours. The SAM ofCl2 was similarly produced by immersing a gold {Ill} surface in a ImM
solution of C12 in ethanol for 24 hours. In each case a gold nanoparticle top electrode was subsequently introduced onto
the surface by dipping the SAM-coated samples in a colloidal suspension of 5 nm diameter citrate-stabilized gold
nanoparticles for 24 hours. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was performed on an EasyscanTM system, but images
of the SAM were obtained with a Multlmodel" system, both operated in air at room temperature. Freshly cut Pt-Ir tips
(0.2 mm) were used. S1M images and STS curves were obtained with typical tip-sample bias voltages of up to ±2V
and tunneling currents up to 100 nA.

HOMO-LUMO gaps were calculated using the Gaussian03 package? within density functional theory (OFn using a
double zeta basis set with a single polarisation function. More specifically the B3Lyp8 functional was employed
together with a 6-31G(d) basis set. This level of calculation is known to produce reasonable optimum
geometries. HOMO-LUMO gaps were calculated for minimum energy structures. A number of points should be borne
in mind when comparing these calculated gaps with experiment. Strictly speaking, OFT does not provide single particle
energies and it is well known that OFT band gaps do not compare well with experimental values. Furthermore, it must
be remembered that the LUMO is a virtual orbital and therefore does not necessarily correspond to the energy the
equivalent orbital would have if it where occupied.

2.2. Analytical model for a double tunnel barrier
The I-V curve across a SAM may be readily measured in an S1M, but the resulting data is due to a combination of
tunnelling through the SAM and through the gap between S1M tip and SAM. A method of disentangling these two
currents is useful since it allows the effects due to the SAM to be isolated. However, while diverse attempts have been
made to compute the currents through a SAM ab initio9

,IO, success requires an extraordinarily accurate determination of
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diverse input parameters". ln practice, results computed by ab initio approaches may be in error by one or two orders of
magnitudelO•11.l2. An alternative approach based on the semi-empirical WKB model has therefore been frequently
adopted":". ln this method system parameters are determined by fitting the model to experimental data.

We have shown elsewhere how the current across a SAM can be characterized using a double tunnel model [Cortie,
submitted]. The system is illustrated in Fig. 2, which invokes a dielectric barrier and an air barrier. The shape of both
barriers is modelled using

Fig 2. Schematic diagram showing arrangement of conductive substrate held at voltage V.ub' the SAM, a gold nanoparticle as top
electrode which is at Vpan volts, and the tip of the STP, at Vtip volts. Electrons must tunnel over both the air gap and the SAM to
produce a current.

where z is the distance along barrier of width a, and ~ is the maximum barrier height for either air or the SAM. Equ.
(I) gives a more realistic barrier profile than that due to a simple trapezoid because it takes up the effect of image charges
in an empirical way and bundles them into an effective value for the ~. The expressions for t/f..z) may be used to
generate an expression for tunnelling probability based on the WKB approximation'":

(1)

(2)

where E the energy of the incident electron and m is its mass. We have performed the integration numerically, using
the trapezoidal rule and a step size of a/IOO. Although the 'effective mass' of the electron has been sometimes used4

•
15 in

tunneling calculations, it would introduce an additional fitting parameter, and we have elected here to rather bundle this
effect in with the effective barrier height. Having T(E), and assuming a constant and equal density of states fully
occupied up to identical Fermi levels in both substrate and tip", and Vtip= ground= 0 V, then the net difference between
the forward and reverse tunneling currents across the barrier is given by

where Psub(E+eV.ub)is the density of states of the substrate after application of the bias voltage, and A' is a geometric
parameter that takes into account the number of electrons available for tunnelling as a result of variations in cross-
sectional area and bulk electron density, and the dimensional requirements of (3). If we assume a simple and constant
density of states up to the Fermi level then the expression for tunnelling current becomes
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wnere me fl term includes the magnitude of the constant density of states. There is a unique voltage on the attached
nanoparticlewhich will make the currents through the SAM and air equal, and we determine this for each Vbias on the I-V
curve using a iterative computer program. The computed composite I-V curve depends on the values of ¢SAM, ¢ain dSAM'

dain ASAM and Aain and the process is repeated in a Monte Carlo fashion with random changes to selected parameters to
drive down the error of the fit. However, the model has too many unknowns for unambiguous application to a single I-V
curve, and it is necessary to apply the known values for dSAM (1.0 nm for XYL5 and 1.69 nm for C 126

), ¢SAM (0.78 eV for
XYL[Cortie, submitted] and 1.39 eV for C124, ¢air (-0.35 eV17) and a value for Aair (_4.5xIQ20nA, determined for the
Easyscan experimental set-up [Cortie, submitted]) to make the optimization manageable.

(4)

The values reported in the literature for ¢Jair vary between 0.1 to 0.95 eV18,with some evidence that it is influenced by the
microstructure and purity of the gold" as well as by the ambient humidity", These values are much less than the work
function of Au in vacuum (5.leV) due apparently to the effects of adsorbed contarninants'f". However, the double
tunnelling model is hardly sensitive to the value used for ¢Jair, provided dair is small, because the voltage drop between
SlM tip and Au substrate is dominated by that across the SAM.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Films
Images of the monolayers produced in the present work are shown in Figure 3. It is known that these molecules are
actually oriented at 24°20and 30°21respectively to the Au {Ill} surface, however this factor does not materially affect
their electron conducti vity' and so is not considered further here.

50 X 50 nm

(a)

19 X 19 nm

Fig.3HighresolutionSTMimagesof the SAMspreparedinthe currentwork.(a)a,a' -p-xylyldithiol,(b) dodecanedithiol.

(b)

3.2. STS spectra
STS scans taken at a selected nanoparticle on each SAM and with varying stand off distances, dair, are shown in

Figures 4 and 5.
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3.3. Determination of remaining model parameters
Once the parameters of the air gap have been determined, those still undetermined for the SAM can be found by a similar
analysis of STS curves taken with different stand-off distances (dajr). In the case of the SAM of XYL values for AXYL and
¢;XYL of 2x 1022 nA and 0.78 eV were obtained previously [Cortie, submitted], whereas for the SAM comprised of the Cl2
molecule best-fitting values of ACl2 "" 5x1024 nA and ¢t12 "" -1.4 eV were indicated, Fig. 6. The best-fitting value of
Am was determined by fitting the model to the data for the four data sets shown in Fig. 5. Since Am must have a
common value for all four curves (because they were measured at the same position on the SAM), the best-fitting value
of it is given by the maximum in the averaged values of correlation coefficient of all four data sets as shown in Fig. 6.

The calculated HOMO-LUMO gap for the XYL molecule was 5.7 eV and that of the Cl2 was 7.1 eV, which is far
greater than the effective barrier heights measured here. Two explanations may be offered for this. In the first instance
the calculated values are for isolated molecules whereas the barrier heights apply to molecules that are chemically
attached to a gold surface, a factor well-known to perturb their electronic configurations. Secondly, the Fermi level of the
electrodes on either side of the molecule need not necessarily be midway between HOMO and LUMO, and in this case
could be closer to the LUMO.

Fig. 4 Series of I-V scans produced by scanning tunneling
spectroscopy on a Au-XYL-Au-air-Pt tunnel barrier produced
using varying stand off distances, dair•

Fig. 5. Series of I-V scans produced by scanning tunneling
spectroscopy on a Au-C12-Au-air-Pt tunnel barrier

produced using varying stand-off distances, dair

Parameter AC12' nA

Fig 6. Correlation coefficient versus parameter AC12 for different set currents.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Leakage currents
Once the parameters of the double tunnel model have been estimated then the two tunnel barriers can be readily
separated in subsequent analysis. Here we show the calculated leakage currents, expressed as A/cm2 flowing through a 5
nm diameter gold nanoparticle attached to the top of a SAM. It is clear that the predicted leakage through the C 12 SAM
at I volt is about one fifth that through the XYL (2.7xI04 A/cm2 vs 1.4x 105 A/cm2

). However, note that the SAM of C 12
is about 60% thicker than that of the XYL, so all else being equal and assuming l( =1.5 for both. a nanoscale parallel
plate capacitor device made using it as a dielectric will produce only -0.8 W'/cm2

, compared to the -1.3 IJ.F/cm2

available from the device using XYL as a dielectric. The 'gap resistance' of the junctions made with XYL and C 12 is
given by dV/dl at 1=0, after compensating for the effect of the air gap. In the present case, application of the fitted
parameters to the model indicated a likely value of 1.2x108 n for XYL and 8.6x108 n for Cl2. In the case of Cl2 the
value given is somewhat less than a published" value of 4.lx109 n, but we consider the agreement to be acceptable for
the present purposes, especially considering the large inter-laboratory scatter of STS data.

Leakage currents across SAM layers have also been recently measured in vacuum by Labonte' who found that, at I volt.
the current across a 2 nm thick SAM of resorcinarene C 10 tetrasulfide was -10 A/cm2

, similar to that which would flow
across 1.5 nm of Si02 at that bias 15.The current across 1.4 to 1.5 nm thick SAM of dodecanethiol was -1500 A/cm2

I,

similar to that across 1.0 nm thick Si02 at the same voltage'. Note however, that the leakage current in Si02 seems to
be very sensitive to material condition, and others have reported leakage currents about an order of magnitude smaller'"
In any event, the leakage current reported by Labonte across the C12 SAM in vacuum is an order of magnitude less than
measured here in air. Evidently, the environment plays an important role in these systems. The barrier height in Si02 has
been given as 2.6 to 3.3 eV15. This value is considerably higher than that of either of the two molecules examined here,
and explains the excellent performance of Si02 as a dielectric insulator.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The resistance of a dielectric barrier to current leakage can be characterized by its thickness and an effective barrier
height. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic molecules offer the possibility of precisely tailored dielectric
layers for use in future electronic devices since their thickness and barrier height are readily manipulated. Here we have
compared XYL, a partially conjugated species, with Cl2, a fully saturated alkane. The XYL offers a lower barrier height
in respective of electron tunneling and, together with its shorter length, this will cause leakage currents through it to be
about five times larger than through Cl2 monolayers. However, nominal capacitances of 1.3 W'/cm2 will be possible
using XYL compared to 0.8 IJ. F/cm2 for C12. Neither is as good an insulator as Si02, due primarily to having
significantly lower barrier heights to electron tunneling in SAM systems than might be expected from their theoretical
HOMO-LUMO gaps.
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Fig.7 Comparison of calculated leakage currents for SAMs comprised of XYL and C12.
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